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Mon. Wea. Rev, 2009

Characteristics of convection
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Active convection , transition and decay stages

Magnitude (8 m/s)
.

Core is tilted

Shallow convection- 70% of the storm heights are below 6 km

Deep convection has a broad upper troposphere maximum

Decay convection, the convective top is found at a higher altitude than deep
convection.



Shallow- 70% close to 90º - Short lived

Deep - very low inclination (0-20º) (35%) to
somewhat inclined (30%) to erect (35%)

Decay- 70% of up- and down- draft cores exhibit
erect structures

Mon. Wea. Rev, 2009

Represented as time of overpass
Shallow: Short lived
Deep: Up (Long Lived), Down (short lived)
Decay: Short lived as well as Long lived
Cores are deeper than 10km with their base at 4-5 km.

Characteristics of convection ….
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Double peak for dry (5 and 11-13 km)
Wet spell single-peak at around 13-14 km.
Shears are stronger 10–13 km (dry spell) 14–15
km (wet spell)
Inversion more during dry spell
Buoyancy - more during the wet spell

Mon. Wea. Rev, 2010 & 2011

Convection in wet and dry spells

All India Rainfall fraction : during break

NEW Definition of WET & DRY Spell Introduced

Wind Shear Temperature Inversion

Vertical wind w



J. Atmos. Sol. Terr. Phys., 2013

Liquid water content and effective radius is high during
the active phase
Ice water content and ice effective radius is high during
break phase.

Regional Global

LWC , NC liquid - bimodal over the NAM, NAF and WNP
regions single mode over the IND and EAS region.
Larger LWC, Ncliquid, IWC, Erice - over the IND and
minimum over the EASM .

Microphysics during regional and global monsoons



Wet Spell-Relatively longer period; Dry Spell: Shorter period.
Propagation of these waves in to the stratosphere is more efficient during dry spell of monsoon
Large shears due to TEJ during the wet spell
Atmosphere is relatively dry in the middle and upper troposphere during dry spell of monsoon

J. Atmos. Sol. Terr. Phys., 2012

Gravity wave during wet and dry spells : Thermal forcing
Wet spell Dry spell Total events (period vs amplitude)

Wind Shear

Wavelet spectra Wavelet spectra

Vertical wind Vertical wind



Hot cumulus tower associated with deep convection acts as an
obstacle to the free flow of horizontal wind

Obstacle (cloud) is also in motion
Rad. Sci.,
2014

Gravity wave during tropical cyclone : Obstacle effect

Reconstructed winds Cloud image

Spectrum



Transport of water vapour only take place during JJA,
though over EEIO throughout the year convection take
place and water vapour is available in the upper
troposphere.
This is attributed to the presence of warmer tropopause
temperature during JJA

North Bay of Bengal (NBoB) and East Equatorial Indian
Ocean (EEIO) are chosen for the present study
Over NBoB, convection (OLR<220 watts m-2) occurs
during JJA
Whereas over EEIO, throughout the year, convection
occurs (OLR<220 watts m-2)

Terr.Atmos. Oce. Sci., 2013

Stratospheric water vapour over NBOB and EEIO

Water vapour Temperature



Global perspective of stratospheric fountain

Monsoon Region Abbrev-
iation

Latitude Longitude Period

Asian summer monsoon ASM 10oN-26oN 70oE-105oE June-August

East Asian summer monsoon EASM 10oN-30oN 105oE-150oE June-August

North American monsoon
(Arizona monsoon)

AM 10oN-30oN 90oW-110oW June-August

North African monsoon NAM 10oN-20oN 30oW-25oE June-August

Australian monsoon AUM 10oS-20oS 120oE-150oE December-February

South American monsoon SAM 15oS-25oS 40oW- 65oW December-February



DJF-SH monsoon and JJA-NH monsoon. The WV follows a strong monthly variability.
The ASM region only have maximum water vapour.
The air parcel moves faster in the NH as that of SH in the lower stratosphere and vice-versa in the middle stratosphere.
The concentration UTLS region has not changed over these eight years

Clim. Dynamics, 2014Hydration/Dehydration

Role of Tropopause Role of Convection Role of Advection Role of ice

Stratospheric water vapour : Global monsoons

Water vapour



Enters the stratosphere when tropopause temperature is warmer, irrespective of the availability of the
water vapour at the bottom of the TTL.
Within the TTL itself the water vapor gets dehydrated and the remaining water vapour only enters the
stratosphere.

RRole of Tropopause

Stratospheric water vapour : Global monsoons ………

Saturation mixing ratio

Clim. Dynamics, 2014

Temperature



During deep convective systems, downward transport of Ozone rich stratospheric air into the troposphere.
Enhancement of tropospheric ozone by 30-40 ppbv.
Rate of Stratospheric intrusion is 0.87-1 km per day.

Stratospheric Ozone: Synoptic Deep Convection

Vertical Velocity

Downdrafts

Updrafts

Atmos. Chem. Phy. Disc., 2009 Qua. J. of Roy. Meteo. Soc., 2015 Atmos. Chem. Phy., 2016



TMCS and its associated dynamics

Shallow - Short lived, erect, limited
vertical extent below the freezing
level

Deep - Long lived, inclined, large
vertical extent with maximum
amplitudes

Decay – more downdraft, long and
short lived, wavy structure

Cores – Intense in wet spell

Cores – larger and inclined in dry
spell

Microphysics strong over the Indian
summer monsoon

Dynamics, Morphology
and Microphysics

Triggering of Gravity
Waves

Stratospheric fountain
and Intrusion

Wet Spell-Relatively longer period

Dry Spell: Shorter period and
more amplitude

Propagation of these waves in to
the stratosphere is more efficient
during dry spell of monsoon

Large shears due to TEJ during the
wet spell

Obstacle effect is the causative
mechanism during the synoptic
scale convection

Stratospheric Fountain – Two step
process

Warm tropopause- preferable for
the entry of water vapor

AM and EASM hydrating and ASM,
AUM and NAM dehydrating the
stratosphere

Controlled by convection,
advection and cirrus clouds

Stratospheric Intrusion during the
synoptic scale convection

Ozone intrudes from upper to the
lower troposphere
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